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ART is the product  of imagination and creativity is a physical

form.Painting is a theatrical performance and sculpture are each an

example of art.To utilize human knowledge and skill according to

rules and principles is to create something ...
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About Us

ART is the product  of imagination and creativity is a physical form.Painting is a theatrical

performance and sculpture are each an example of art.To utilize human knowledge and skill

according to rules and principles is to create something new.Truely speaking the repertoire of Art is

so huge, it is difficult for as to confine its meaning in some words. It is manifested through some forms

as Fine Arts, Applied Arts, Fashion Designing, Textile, Architecture and Engineering; each one of

which is an exciting form of Art and requires a huge skill rather than expertise.

 About KalakendraKalakendra is the epicentre of art and craft which is manifested as in different

modes of art and culture, not only inside the arena but also with its huge network as inculcated in

forms of art and craft and its related areas.If we look back to its history, we will find out the institution

was founded in the year 1995 as situated in Mira Road, Mumbai. It started its journey with five

children, however in today’s time the count is unnumbered.The organization issegmented into

different areas of Art and Craft and train more than five hundred children each year.

 Kalakendra AchievementsNational LevelHighest Prizes winners at All India Camel Color Contest

99All India Navneet Drawing Competition (Mega Prize Winner in 2008)Anupam Stationers Pvt. Ltd.

 has given place on their Drawing Book, Printed Children Drawings on their Drawing Books in 2005

State...
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Service Provider



CONTACT US

Kalakendra Art Promotion & Research Foundation
Contact Person: Manish Panchal

001, C-15, Sector 5, Shantinagar, Mira Road (E)
Mumbai - 401107, Maharashtra, India
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